NIKKI HAHN
Actress Nikki Hahn can currently be seen in the Disney
Channel TV movie, “Adventures In Babysitting”.
“Adventures In Babysitting” follows Jenny (Sabrina
Carpenter) and Lola (Sofia Carson) who are rival
babysitters who team up after one of their kid’s sneaks out,
leading them into an adventure throughout the city to find
them. Nikki plays emo character, Emily Cooper.
“Babysitting” is Disney Channel’s 100th Original Movie.
Sofia Nicole Hahn was born in San Antonio, Texas. This
Texas native began building a solid resume almost
immediately after arriving in Hollywood at age three.
Before her first television appearance, Nikki enjoyed
modeling for Disney Campaigns, GAP, American Girl,
Agatha Ruiz De La Prada and Little Marc Jacobs to name a
few but her but her real passion began to show through at
an early age.
In 2009, Nikki began landing solid roles in numerous
network television shows including, CSI-Miami, NCIS-LA,
The Closer, Criminal Minds as well as some of her favorite
Disney and Nickelodeon shows, iCarly and Jessie. Nikki
has also landed over 23 national campaigns including her
most recent State Farm commercial with Packers Quarterback, Aaron Rodgers.
In 2011, Nikki brought big laughs into everyone's living rooms when she starred as the daughter of Tom
Hanks in a spoof skit of TLC's "Toddlers & Tiaras" on the Jimmy Kimmel Live post-Academy Awards
special. Nikki played the role of "Sophie Hanks," a child pageant queen with an overbearing stage Dad
(Hanks). Immediately after the show's original airing, the segment went viral, giving the young actress a
cult-like comedy following. The skit was also aired during the Oprah Winfrey Show in an interview
with Tom Hanks and Julia Roberts.
In 2012, Nikki displayed her ability in another genre when she was cast in her first "villain" role as
sociopath child killer "Jenny Reynolds" for American Horror Story - Asylum in the episode "Origins of
Monstrosity".
In addition to acting, Nikki is passionate about music and looks forward to showcasing her musical
talents with singing and guitar. In her spare time, Nikki loves supporting charities for children and
animals.
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http://www.mysanantonio.com/entertainment/entertainment_columnists/jeanne_jakle/article/S-A-nativeplays-edgy-teen-in-TV-s-8311016.php

There are just over 20 days to go until the
premiere of Adventures in Babysitting on
Disney Channel!
JJJ caught up with one of the stars of the
film, Nikki Hahn, and learned so much about
the movie, and her!
“Working with Sabrina [Carpenter] and Sofia
[Carson] was like a never ending party,” she
told JJJ. “We sang, we danced, oh and we
worked too. Then we hit repeat! A true
adventure!”
Check out the 10 Fun Facts we learned
about Nikki below!
• 1. I’m double jointed and it really helps me with

positions in ballet.
• 2. When I was 3, I fell down while trying to feed some pigeons and ended up in the emergency room
with six stitches on my eyebrow. I like my scar though!!
• 3. I was an early talker. So at 7 months old, I spoke my first word,”applesauce”.
• 4. I’m lactose intolerant but I still eat cheese and ice cream. #yolo
• 5. I learned all the songs off of Taylor Swift’s 5 albums on guitar last month just because I love her. I
think that qualifies me as a Swiftie!!!
• 6. I can sleep through anything.
• 7. I had a food fight in first grade at a private Catholic school defending my friend from a bully. I
didn’t know it was such a crime.
• 8. I used to have an imaginary fairy named Roxie.
• 9. My lucky number is 13. I was born on November 13th and my 13th birthday was on Friday the
13th.
• 10. I once made up a weird dance called Garlic.
Adventures in Babysitting premieres Friday, June 24th @ 8PM ET/PT on Disney Channel.

http://www.justjaredjr.com/2016/06/02/nikki-hahn-says-adventures-in-babysitting-was-truly-anadventure/

http://www.ysbnow.com/en/detail/576aecef20f5beb03fe182a0/exclusive:-nikki-hahn-talks-adventures-inbabysitting

Going by the name Nikki Hahn, San Antonio Texas native Sofia Nicole Hahn is a woman of many talents. Not only is
she a model, having been a feature of campaigns for Gap, and an actress with roles in CSI: Miami and American
Horror Story among others, she’s also a gifted musician with plans to release her own music in future.
A passionate advocate of both children’s and animal charities, she dedicates much of her spare time to good causes,
using her celebrity status to benefit those less fortunate than herself. Now, with a future looking brighter than ever and
with dreams of one day starring in a certain movie franchise, she kindly agreed to this interview to chat social media
and starring roles.
PW: What did you want to be when you were younger and could you have ever imagined you’d have the career that
you do now?
Nikki Hahn: As long as I could remember I have wanted to be an actress because I was the type of kid who liked to
play dress up a lot. I also didn’t know that it would turn into a career; I just loved working on sets and I loved studying
for roles!
PW: You’ve modeled for Disney campaigns and Gap, among others. How did you get into modeling and is it
something you continue to do?
NH: I started modeling when I was 3 and since it was for Disney, I thought it was a lot of fun so I continued modeling
for years after that. Today I still model but not as often because of my acting career. The last modeling job I did was for
Justice’s spring/summer campaign and I really loved it!

PW: When and why did you decide to move into acting? Was there one actress or actor in particular you admired, or a
film/TV series you saw that made you think ‘I want to give that a go?’
NH: Acting just happened naturally. I first began modeling, then working on commercials, and by age 5 my agent sent
me to audition for “CSI: Miami” – my first TV audition ever – so that I could get experience auditioning for TV roles,
and I ended up booking the job. I guess acting was my thing because my career started to blossom after that.
PW: Can you recall your first audition and what it was for?
NH: Yes, it was for a Disney’s Cinderella Doll commercial. I booked it and got to be Cinderella!
PW: Were you a fan of American Horror Story before you landed the part of Jenny Reynolds in the Asylumepisode
“Origins of Monstrosity?”
NH: I have always loved scary stories and Halloween, but my parents never let me watch “American Horror Story”. I
auditioned for it because I wanted to play a villain. It was a great experience, and I had a lot fun going through all of
the special effects cabinets. Ms. Jessica Lange and Lily Rabe were great mentors!
PW: What do you think is it about that show that makes it such a fan favourite?
NH: The horror film genre has always attracted a huge fan following and Ryan Murphy’s storytelling is extremely
original and brilliant.
PW: Aside from modeling and acting, you’re also a keen singer and you play the guitar. Are there plans in the pipeline
for you to release some music?
NH: I’ve been working on cover songs lately, and releasing original material is definitely something that I’d like to
pursue in the future.
PW: You’re also an avid supporter of children and animal charities. Is that something fairly new or have you been so
for quite a while?
NH: Yes, I have been supporting children and animal charities for years. I love to sing, so during Christmas each year I
try to attend the Britticares event at the LA Children’s Hospital to sing to the children.
PW: What advice would you give to anyone looking to make it in the entertainment business? Is there anything you
wish you’d been told when you first started out?
NH: Make sure you’re in it because you love it, not just because you want to be famous.
PW: With so many passions, what do you do in your down-time?
NH: I enjoy being with my family, hanging out with friends, having pool parties, roasting smores and rescuing kittens.
PW: What are your thoughts on social media and would you agree that it’s a necessary tool for individuals in the public
eye? How has it impacted your career?
NH: Yes and no. Some people think it’s necessary to build up a fan base in order to get work, and it may be true in
some fields such as in modeling. I use it because it’s fun to interact with my fans, however, I’ve been working
professionally as an actress in the entertainment industry since I was 3 years old and it had nothing to do with social
media numbers because I didn’t have any social medial accounts, so I don’t rely on it.

PW: Are there any other plans in the pipeline you can tell us about?
NH: Right now I’m just enjoying my summer and, as far as I know, I’m going to keep doing what I love and see what
other adventures come my way.
PW: Finally then, what’s your ultimate goal in life? At what point would you be able to say ‘I’ve done all I wanted to,
and then some?’
NH: I would love to be cast in a Star Wars movie. That would be epic!
For more information on Nikki Hahn and to keep up to date with all her projects, give her page a like on
Facebook or follow her on Twitter and Instagram.

http://popwrapped.com/nikki-hahn-chats-modeling-american-horror-story-and-social-media/

As milestones go, reaching the 100th anything is a
pretty big deal. But reaching the 100th Disney Channel
Original Movie? That’s huge. And Nikki Hahn is excited
to be part of such an incredible achievement.
Hahn will play Emily Cooper in Disney Channel’s
“Adventures in Babysitting,” premiering in June 2016.
This is not Nikki’s first project with Disney, as the young
actress notes that she got her start with the company.
First appearing as one of Disney’s most famous
princesses in a commercial, the role of Emily Cooper is
much different but wasn’t too far of a stretch for Hahn.
She got on the phone with Talk Nerdy With Us to
discuss her excitement for the movie, her music
endeavors and what the filming experience was like.
You were cast at a really young age as Cinderella
for a Disney commercial. Now you’re a lead in a
Disney Channel Original Movie! How does that
feel?
It’s been amazing. My first commercial was Disney, my
first print job was Disney, it’s really awesome working
with Disney.
You play Emily Cooper in Adventures in Babysitting. From previews, it looks like she’s
kind of a dark character, very goth and emo. How does that compare to your actual
personality?
(laughs) I loved the clothes, I love the wardrobe she wore. The hair, I loved the green hair. And
I am actually familiar with emo music. I did a short film and the director actually showed me
some of the bands that I listened to to prepare for the character [of Emily.] So I am familiar with
it and it was really awesome to play emo. We’re actually pretty similar. We both love to be
sarcastic, we’re both pretty independent!
What was your favorite part of playing Emily?

My favorite part was probably just bringing her to life, because when I first got the audition and
first read the breakdown, I immediately fell in love with her. I fell in love with the movie!
What are you most excited for fans to see in the movie?
Everything! It’s just such a big adventure, it’s like a big rollercoaster ride. It’s going to have
everybody on the edge of their seats.
You interact with fans a lot on social media, are you as excited as them? Do you bond
with them over the movie and get your excitement out?
Yeah, I love interacting with everybody on social media. It makes me happy to see this many
people supporting me…it makes me feel happy inside. (laughs).
We know you have some musical talents, you recently covered Taylor Swift’s ‘Style.’
Are we going to see any of your musical talents in the movie?
Well, there’s a rap battle. (laughs). But otherwise not in the movie, but definitely in real life. I’m
going to keep working on music, I have some music videos coming out and I’m definitely going
to keep working on it. I’m hopefully going to be making an album, with some original songs.
Awesome! So, Adventures in Babysitting is the 100th Disney Channel Original Movie,
was there any kind of pressure on the cast to really get it right?
No, not at all! It almost wasn’t even like work, it was just fun because we’re like a huge family.
We’re just like best friends. I’ve never worked with a cast that just…we still hang out! And so it
made it not exactly like work, it was fun. There was no pressure on us at all.
In that same vein, was there any additional excitement? Since it’ll be a milestone for
Disney!
Yeah, we’re really excited!
What’s your favorite DCOM, aside from Adventures in Babysitting?
Ooh, probably High School Musical. (laughs).
Who would you rather have as a babysitter, Jenny or Lola?
Oh, that’s a tough question. (laughs). That’s an interesting question. Well, I think I would
probably say, Lola. She’s got a very free spirit and fun, she’s very outgoing.
To make it even harder, if had to pick, would you pick Sabrina Carpenter or Sofia
Carson as a babysitter?
Oh my gosh, that’s really hard because they’re both like my big sisters. I look up to them, they
give me advice, they’re really helpful. Probably both, blonde and brunette! They’re my big
sisters, I love them both equally.
Who is the silliest cast member? (Submitted by Jessica)

We all had our silly moments on set. Disney’s going to be releasing some exclusive bloopers
along with the DVD on the 28th. So I hope all the fans pick up their copy because they’re going
to be seeing all the hilarious moments that happened on set.
We touched on this a bit earlier, but what was it like to work with Sabrina and Sofia?
(Submitted by Sam I Am)
They’re my big sisters, I can talk to them about anything. I’ll text them if I need help on
something. They’re both my inspirations.
Have you talked to Sabrina and Sofia at all about your music? Or will you?
I haven’t yet, but on set we were always singing. We went from The Beatles to Queen to Ed
Sheeran to Bruno Mars. We were ALWAYS singing, so I will reach out.
What was the biggest takeaway for you personally from filming Adventures in
Babysitting?
The biggest thing I took away…coming back to California with a new family. They’re my best
friends.
Did you keep anything from the set as a souvenir?
We always took Polaroids of each other, so I have an album of those. My walls are covered
with them. I wish I could’ve kept the green hair, but I am getting some green extensions so I’ll
wear those. I wanted to dye my hair green, but…(laughs).

http://talknerdywithus.com/2016/05/24/exclusive-interview-with-adventures-in-babysittings-nikki-hahn/

Disney Channel’s Nikki Hahn joins us! She talks about a new take on the old classic
“Adventures in Babysitting.” Did J-Si ask another awkward question about dolls? Check it
out below!

http://www.kiddnation.com/disney-channels-nikki-hahn-joins-the-show/

Are you counting down the days until Adventures In
Babysitting premieres on Disney Channel on June 24? Same.
Well, TWIST recently caught up with actress Nikki Hahn, who
plays Emily Cooper in the Disney Channel Original Movie, and
she told us all about her character and what it was like filming
the comedy.
"I love Emily Cooper's wardrobe, smokey eye make up and
fearlessness," Nikki exclusively dishes to us. "My green hair [in
the movie] is pretty cool too."
"I love Emily Cooper's wardrobe, smokey eye make up and
fearlessness," Nikki exclusively dishes to us. "My green hair [in
the movie] is pretty cool too."
So what was it like working with Sofia Carson and Sabrina
Carpenter on the film?
"Our days were filled with song, dance, laughter and
adventure!!" Nikki shares. "[They were the] best cast members
ever."

The actual filming sounds really awesome too.
"We worked on several different locations in and around
Vancouver," Nikki tells us. " I didn't get to dig through
the prop closets as I usually do. However, one evening
we were set to shoot at The Century Bank downtown and
soon after we started filming, the locals began to tell
stories about how the old building was haunted! Luckily
our parents decided not to mention a single word about it
to the cast until we wrapped that night. So we didn't
scream until we got back to the hotel."
"I can't wait for the fans to join us in our wild
adventure!!" Nikki adds.

http://www.twistmagazine.com/posts/nikki-hahn-dishes-on-filming-adventures-in-babysitting-104620

Texas native Nikki Hahn is no stranger to the Walt Disney Company. After arriving in
Hollywood at the age of three, Nikki’s first print job was for a Disney campaign. After
multiple modeling jobs with Disney as well as outside of the company, she landed her first
commercial (yes, for Disney) portraying Cinderella.
“I’ve been working with Disney pretty much my whole life,” says Nikki as she explains that
her first sitcom appearance was actually on the hit original Disney Channel series “Jessie”.
However, Adventures in Babysitting will not be the first time she joins a Disney Channel
Original Movie.
“Actually, my first DCOM was ‘Wizards of Waverly Place,’” Nikki reveals. She played Bianca,
Selena Gomez’s cousin in the television movie The Wizards Return: Alex vs Alex.
“It’s been such a blessing to be part of the Disney family,” she says of her time with the
company thus far. “We’re all so supportive of each other, we all talk to each other; it really
is a big family.”

Her Disney family only grew when she joined the cast for Adventures in Babysitting.
Nikki remembers being at karate class with her sensei the day she got the call. “There’s a
big window and I see my mom take the call. She has this huge smile on her face,” she
remembers. The young actress recounts trying to ask what happened and her mother
mouthing the words to come outside. “I tell my sensei that I have to get some water so
when I get out, I ask [my mother] what happened. And she says, ‘You booked Adventures in
Babysitting!’ I was freaking out the whole time I was in the rest of my karate class. I had this
smile on my face and nobody knew why. When I got back in the car, I screamed so loud,”
recalls Nikki.
However, the cast didn’t even find out that it was the 100th DCOM until a week into filming.
Nikki shares how they were told on one of their days off while hanging with the executive
producer.
“She told us, ‘You know, this is actually the 100th Disney Channel Original Movie.’ We’re all
like, ‘What?!’ Like I didn’t even know Disney had that many!” The excitement and awe is
obvious in her voice as she retells the story.
Nikki plays Emily Cooper in Adventures in Babysitting, a character that’s definitely a lot
edgier than the rest. She describes her character as very independent. “[Emily] doesn’t feel
like she needs a babysitter. She’s emo, she has green hair and a henna tattoo.” Playing such
a different character was a lot of fun for Nikki. “I loved [Emily’s] wardrobe. I loved the hair,
the makeup,” she pauses for a moment as she gushes, “the makeup was just really
beautiful! I loved to bring her to life, I loved just becoming her, making her a part of this
movie.
Emily Cooper is one of Nikki’s top two favorite roles, the other being her character Jenny
Reynolds in “American Horror Story”, both of which she credits to helping her become a
more versatile actor.
“I love taking roles that challenge me,” dishes Nikki. “‘American Horror Story was just really
cool. I got to play a villain. And I love gore, I’ve never been scared [of gore]. I’m the type of
kid who loves Halloween. I love special effects. I love that kind of stuff.”

For those who aren’t big thriller fans, Adventures in
Babysitting is a fun family movie that will provide
lots of laughs, some of which weren’t planned at all.
Nikki says she has a lot of favorite memories on set
which will most likely make it into the bloopers
of Adventures in Babysitting. She cannot wait for
everyone to see all the funny things that happened
on set.
Nikki takes a moment to share a hilarious story of
an incident that happened off-set.
She calls her favorite off-set moment as the time
when Sabrina [Carpenter], Kevin [Quinn], Max
[Llyod-Jones], and herself broke an elevator at the
hotel. Through her giggles, she manages to reveal
that it was from pressing buttons at the same time.
“The elevator just started freaking out and we’re all
like, ‘What’s happening?!’ And the elevator just plummeted! We were all so scared at first.
When we finally got out, we were laughing – we were literally rolling on the floor laughing!”
Unlike her character Emily, Nikki has never been babysat. She states that she went
wherever her parents went. But if she were suddenly to be a babysitter, Nikki believes
herself to be more like Sabrina’s character Jenny.
“In real life, I’m definitely like Lola [Sofia Carson]. I’m real outgoing, I’m very energetic. But I
think if I were babysitting, I think I’d be like Jenny because I wouldn’t want to lose the kids!”
she exclaims with a laugh. “I’d definitely be like Jenny, more responsible.”
When Adventures in Babysitting premieres tomorrow evening on Disney Channel, there will
definitely be premiere parties as well as cast reunions. “Mallory [James Mahoney] who
plays my little sister Katy Cooper, she’s going to be coming into town so we’re just gonna
have a lot of fun.” When Teenplicity spoke with Nikki, she dished about plans to go to
Disneyland and how she just could not wait for it!
To sum up her time filming the DCOM, there are two words that stick out most – family and
fun.

“It wasn’t really like work because we’re like a family,” Nikki says. “We’re all best friends,
we all get along. It was really fun. We’d always be singing in-between takes. We went from
singing the Beatles to Queen, Ed Sheeran, Bruno Mars. We’d always be singing and
laughing, really having fun.”
Nikki goes on to say that her biggest takeaway from being on set was the family the cast
created. “I came back to the United States with a family,” she says, love and fondness
apparent as she speaks. “We still hang out, we’re just really close. Sofia and Sabrina, they’re
my big sisters. They really are like my siblings. I think that’s the biggest thing I took away. I
never worked with a cast with that many kids and that all got along. It’s like a once in a
lifetime thing.” Nikki says the cast bonding together as a family and being able to hang out
every day was a really special aspect of filming.
With only one day left until the premiere of Adventures in Babysitting, Teenplicity asked
Nikki which of the previous 99 DCOMs she would star in, if she had the chance.
“I love a lot of DCOMs,” she admits first before choosing just one. “Probably High School
Musical.” Her go-to character to play would be Sharpay! “I love High School Musical, that’s
like my all-time favorite.” Most of her fans would probably agree too.
“Social media has been a really big part of my life to interact with them,” she says about
her fans. “I’m really grateful for them, they all support me. I actually started a Tumblr so I
could repost some of their fan art because they’re just so gifted. They all have talents,” she
gushes, talking about their drawing and edits, amongst other things. “They’re all so cute!
They have the cutest usernames and profile pictures. I always look at their accounts!
They’re very supportive and loving.”
—
Adventures in Babysitting premieres tomorrow night at 8:00PM on Disney Channel!

http://teenplicity.com/adventures-in-babysitting-with-nikki-hahn/

Nikki Hahn can next be seen in the upcoming Disney Channel’s TV movie, “Adventures In Babysitting”,
which will be the 100 Disney Channel Original Movie! The movie follows Jenny (Sabrina Carpenter) and
Lola (Sofia Carson) who are rival babysitters who team up after one of their kid’s sneaks out, leading them
into an adventure throughout the city to find them. Nikki can be seen as one of the kids they are babysitting:
Emily Cooper, who is an emo character.
You might recognize Nikki as a star in some of these shows: CSI-Miami, NCIS-LA, The Closer, Criminal
Minds as well as some of her favorite Disney and Nickelodeon shows, Pretty Little Liars, iCarly and Jessie.
That was since 2009! Now we are waiting for the premiere of “Adventures In Babysitting” which will be on
June 24th on Disney Channel.
She tells us what her funniest moment from the movie is, what working with Sofia Carson & Sabrina
Carpenter is like and so much more!
Here is the exclusive interview with Nikki Hahn:
GHL: What is something about yourself that nobody would know?
Nikki: When I was four, my favorite band was the metal band Korn.
GHL: What was your favorite moment with Sabrina Carpenter in the movie ‘Adventures in
Babysitting’?

Nikki: When she finally pulls my beanie off and my green hair comes out of hiding because I was tired of
having my fabulous green hair hidden!! I wanted the world to see it.

GHL: What was the funniest moment you remember with your co-stars on ‘Adventures in
Babysitting’?
Nikki: A scary/funny moment was when Sabrina, Kevin, Max, and I got stuck in the hotel elevator and it
plummeted like the Tower of Terror. We were safe but after we got out, it was so hilarious we were literally
rolling on the floor laughing.
GHL: What was your favorite moment with Sofia Carson in the movie ‘Adventures in Babysitting’?
Nikki: Sofia is so cool. She has the best jams on her phone. In the hair and makeup trailer, she would plug
her phone into a speaker, turn it up, and we would sing at the top of our lungs.
GHL: Tell us an embarrassing story you are ready to share with the world:
Nikki: When I was eight, I did a skit for Jimmy Kimmel called Toddlers and Tiaras with Tom Hanks, and
that same day Justin Bieber was also there working on a skit. When I passed by one of the rooms, I saw a
yummy tray of fruits and veggies so I helped myself to a huge piece of broccoli. One of the producers
giggled and said “Um… that’s actually Justin Bieber’s tray. Your’s is over here, honey.” So yeah, I ate Justin
Bieber’s broccoli. Sorry Justin!!!
GHL: What is the hardest thing you’ve ever had to do?

Nikki: I had to work with a boa constrictor snake named Tobasco for a comedy show called Children’s
Hospital along with Henry Winkler (The Fonz). It was TERRIFYING!!! I’ll never work with a snake again
lol.
GHL: What upcoming projects are you currently working on?
Nikki: Right now I’m working on music. I just put out a cover of Taylor Swift’s ’Style’ that is up on my
YouTube channel (Nikki Hahn’s Music Channel) and I’m working on new material.
GHL: Did you have anything in common with your character Emily Cooper from ‘Adventures in
Babysitting’?
Nikki: Yes, tons. The fact that she experiments with her hair and her style is something I can relate to.

GHL: What were your first thoughts after hearing that ‘Adventures in Babysitting’ ill be Disney
Channel’s 100th Original Movie?
Nikki: My first thought was, “There are 99 DCOMs?!” And my second thought was, “Woohoo I’m going
down in history as the 100th DCOM with this amazing cast who are now my family!!”

GHL: Show us your favorite photo that you took with co-stars Sabrina & Sofia that we haven’t yet
seen:

GHL: What is the best advice you’ve been given and from whom?
Nikki: My commercial agent, Tracy Dwyer, pretty much taught me since I was three years old not to get
hung up on projects that I really wanted and didn’t book. She always said “On to the next!” because there is
so much work out there. So I never really sat around questioning why I didn’t book a role and I think that has
helped me stay positive, enjoy life, and know how to move on.
GHL: What’s it like being a part of the Disney Channel family?
Nikki: It’s such a big family and we all support each other. I’ve made even more friends from different
Disney shows because of Adventures in Babysitting. I think Walt Disney would be proud of us.
GHL: What accomplishment in your life are you most proud of?
Nikki: Just to be working, doing what I love, is a huge accomplishment and blessing for me.
The Gossip Hot List Question:
GHL: What would you like to leave behind to younger generations?
Nikki: I would like to remind them that everyone has a gift and to never ever give up.

http://gossiphotlist.com/ghl-spotlight-nikki-hann-tells-us-behind-scenes-secrets-adventures-babysitting/

Nikki Hahn may not have a lot of years to her name
but she is quite seasoned when it comes to acting.
She has had guest spots in a number of popular
shows from CSI: Miami to iCarly. Most recently was
in the Disney Channel movie Adventures in
Babysitting a great retelling of the 80’s classic. Of
course she isn’t just a talented actor, she also sings.
In our interview below you can find the link to her
Youtube channel. Something I recommend you
check out.
Be sure to check out our interview below and make
sure you follow along – she has a big career ahead of her.
Q. From American Horror Story to Disney! How do you like working in different
genres?
I love it! It’s definitely something that has helped me develop versatility as an actor.
Q. What was it like being part of Disney Channel’s 100th Original Movie?
I’m very honored to be a part of the 100th DCOM inspired by an 80s classic, and to be part of
the Disney family. The cast has remained close friends and we consider ourselves family!
Q. Did you watch the “original” Adventures in Babysitting? What did you think
about it?
When I first got the audition for “Adventures in Babysitting”, my mom told me that it was a
classic 80s film and that it might be on Netflix. So we checked Netflix and it was available for
viewing! I immediately fell in love it and decided that I wanted to be a part of this type of
adventure.
Q. Do you have a favorite charity?
I love supporting any type of rescue organization for animals, as well as children organizations.

I try to attend BrittiCares’ Children’s Hospital Los Angeles event every Christmas – I love to
sing to the children there.
Q. Your bio says you have a passion for music. Are you working on any songs?
I recently released a cover of Taylor Swift’s ‘Style’ which is on my Youtube channel right now,
and I’m always working on new material! I’m hoping that I can do some collaborations in the
future with other up and coming artists – that would be awesome!

http://nicegirlstv.com/2016/07/18/invterview-nikki-hahn/

If you were on TWIST's Instagram yesterday, you probably noticed that Adventures In Babysitting
actress Nikki Hahn took over our @twistmag account to fill your feed with awesome photos from
the Disney Channel Original Movie's red carpet premiere in California.
The star shared behind-the-scenes pics from her own adventure at the event, sharing a look at her hair
and makeup prep, posting selfies with her co-stars, and snapping group pics with other stars who
attended the event.
Click through the gallery to see Nikki's takeover pics.

http://www.twistmagazine.com/posts/nikki-hahn-shares-behind-the-scenes-pics-from-the-adventures-inbabysitting-red-carpet-during-twist-s-instagram-takeover-106269/photos/nikki-hahn-prep-168584

Recently, I had the honor of interview talented
actress Nikki Hahn. She started her acting career
at the age of 4 and her credits are moving at a
wonderful rate. She has been in then the TV
shows “Jessie, “American Horror Story” and “The
Fosters” to name a few. Continue to read and
learn more about her, her up and coming movies,
how she remembers her script and what she
would like to do in the future.
R: Tell us a little bit about yourself and how
you got into acting?
H: I started acting at the age of four because I
loved to play dress up. I wanted to be Cinderella.
My mom submitted my photo to a couple of talent
agencies and a month later, I acquired
representation by LA Talent/LA Models. Soon
thereafter, I hit the audition world and that same year, I booked an international Disney
commercial where I played *drumroll* …. Cinderella with dialogue!! Dreams do come true!!!
R: Tell us about your up and coming TV movie “Adventures in Babysitting” and about
your character Emily Cooper.
H: Adventures in Babysitting is the 100th Disney Channel Original movie. It’s not a remake of
the original. It’s inspired by the 80’s hit, Adventures in Babysitting. It is also the first Disney
Channel movie shot at night, and I am the first Disney Emo type character. Adventures in
Babysitting is an action-packed wild ride that will have you on the edge of your seat. And
you’re gonna love my hair. Emily Cooper is an introverted, independent teen who loves two

things; Emo music and the bad boy, Trey Anderson (played by Max Gecowets). Emily doesn’t
feel that she needs a babysitter, but she doesn’t have a choice.
R: How did you find out about the job and what was the audition process like?
H: My manager sent me the audition and the breakdown. When I read the description of the
role, I felt that it was right up my alley because I had recently worked on a short film about
Multiple Sclerosis titled Venom Therapy, in which I played a frustrated, emo teen. Wardrobe
dept, for that film had given me some of the coolest emo threads so I immediately fell in love
with the role of Emily Cooper. I gave casting at Disney my best interpretation of the role and
hoped that it was what writer Tiffany Paulsen (Nancy Drew) Director John Schultz (Judy Moody
and the Not Bummer Summer) and exec. producer Michelle Manning (Breakfast Club & Teen
Beach) had envisioned.
R: You got to work with an amazing cast. What was it a like?
H: As a professional actress I have worked on many sets and have made many friends along
the way, but the cast of Adventures in Babysitting was on a whole different level. We basically
became a big family and spent even our days off of work, together. We had many singing and
dance parties and putting on talent shows for our parents. We are all still very close and make
time to get together when our busy schedules permit.
R: Tell us about “Scales” and about your character Crystal?
H: Scales is a really cute film about mermaids. I can’t say much about it yet but I can tell you
that Crystal plays a very important role in helping her best friend discover the truth about who
she really is. I had a great time working on this enchanting summer project and as an actress I
learned a great deal from award winning actress Elisabeth Rohm (American Hustle, Joy).
R: Do you have any tricks on memorize the script? Do you have to learn the whole
script at one time?
H: I do read the entire script in order to help me build my character and then I focus on the
scenes that we are getting ready to film on a daily basis the night before, as they do not shoot

the scenes in order that they fall in the story. It is a very interesting process and I love every
step.
R: I saw your cover of Taylor Swift’s “Style.” Do you have any plans on recording any
music or album?
H: Yes, most definitely. Music runs in my family. I love singing and have recently started
playing guitar under the instruction of my dad, who is a classical guitarist. Recording an album
is definitely part of my future plans.
R: If you could remake any movie, which one would it be? What character would you
play and who would you like to play opposite for you?
H: The Nightmare Before Christmas by Tim Burton, I would play Sally and I think my buddy
Max Gecowets would play a great Jack Skellington.
R: What do you like to do in your spare time?
H: I like to play my guitar and learn new songs, go for a swim or simply hang out with the cast
of Adventures.
R: Who has been the biggest influence in your life and why?
H: I will have to say that my mother has been the greatest influence in my life because she has
brought me up to stay grounded, to be grateful and to treat everyone with respect because
everyone is important and that people might not remember what you said, but they will always
remember how you made them feel.
R: Do you have any causes that are close to your heart? If so, tell us a little bit about
them.
H: The Children and animals have a special place in my heart. I support several children
charities that help provide fresh water, food and medical supplies to the poor. One of my
favorites is providing shoes and medical help to the children of the landfills and in appreciation
they always send me little brass shoe ornaments for my Christmas Tree. I look forward to filling

my tree with little brass shoes. We also help support many animal rescue groups as well as
having adopted many pets myself.
R: What are five things people may not know about you?
H: I don’t think many people know that I’m a Star Wars geek, that I’m a Swiftie, I love Pandas,
I still dress up to go to Disneyland and that my dad still carries me when I can’t see the
parade!!
R: Other than this one, what is the strangest question you have ever been asked?
H: I haven’t really been asked strange questions yet but someone did ask me once if I could
take their picture to my agent.
R: Are you on any social networking sites? If so, which ones and what are their
addresses? Do you have an official website and/or youtube?
H: Yes, I was recently verified on all my social media sites:
Twitter @missnikkihahn
Instagram @nikkihahnactress
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OfficialNikkiHahn on
Youtube: Nikki Hahn’s Music Channel and my
Website: Nikkihahn.com
R: Nikki, thank you for the interview. It was an honor. Have a great day.

http://www.relatemag.com/2016/06/chit-chatting-with-actress-nikki-hahn/

You're about to see Nikki Hahn in the exciting
new Disney Channel Original Movie, Adventures
In Babysitting – and we have a feeling you're really
going to love her character Emily Cooper's story. In
the film, we get to see Emily's journey to discover her
own voice and personal style – and she gets some
pretty great advice from Sabrina
Carpenter and Sofia Carson's characters along the
way.
In real life, Nikki tells TWIST that she has picked up
some great advice from all the co-stars she has
worked with over the years.
"I've learned so many helpful tips from every actor
I've worked with," Nikki tells us exclusively. "I've
received a lot of advice along the way, especially
since I work in different genres (comedy, drama,
horror, satire). However, most of the people I've
worked with have told me to stay fearless."
You can't go wrong with advice like that!

http://www.twistmagazine.com/posts/nikki-hahn-shares-the-best-advice-she-s-ever-been-given105358

Nikki Hahn has done more in her professional career than
most actors twice her age. From going viral on a Jimmy
Kimmel skit with Tom Hanks to TV commercials with
Green Bay Packers QB Aaron Rodgers. She’s played a
villain on American Horror Story, and most recently can
be found in “Adventures in Babysitting” — Disney
Channel’s 100th original movie. We got lucky enough to
catch up with Hahn in-between her super busy schedule.
Congratulations on starring in the 100th Disney Channel
Original Movie! That must be exhilarating! Did you
grow up on the Disney Channel movies?
Thank you! I grew up working for Disney on various
projects. My first job at age three was a worldwide
Disney print campaign for Easter’s best, and my first
commercial was also for Disney and I got to play
Cinderella at age four. I later guest-starred on Jessie as
Lindsay, the karate pageant girl in the episode Beauty
and the Beasts. And actually, my first DCOM was Wizards
of Waverly Place: Alex vs Alex, and I played Selena
Gomez’s cousin.
Tell us a little bit about that milestone movie,
“Adventures in Babysitting”.
I can’t wait for everyone to see it. I am so proud to be part of an amazing cast in Disney’s 100th DCOM,
also the first Disney movie shot entirely at night and I get to play a cool Emo character with green hair!!
You have been all over the place! In commercials for State Farm with Packers QB Aaron Rodgers, in
prime time tv shows (Criminal Minds, CSI-Miami, NCIS-LA, The Closer) and many other campaigns.
Did those roles and situations provide experience for you?
Absolutely!! I’ve been blessed to work in so many different genres and it’s helped me to develop
versatility as an actress. Plus I’ve been able to learn so much from every actor that I’ve worked with.
What was it like going viral alongside Tom Hanks in Jimmy Kimmel’s spoof of “Toddlers and Tiaras”?
Did you have any idea that clip would take off like it did?

First of all I didn’t know what “viral” meant when I first read for the role of Sophie Hanks. I do
remember the writers or Jimmy Kimmel telling me stuff like “this is going to be big, Nikki” or “Nikki,
this is gold” but I didn’t know it was going to be that big! The project was a satire for Toddlers & Tiaras
that was to be released as a Special after the Academy Awards so we weren’t allowed to share any
information before it aired, not even to our family. All we said to them was, “you have to watch JKL
tonight!!” I watched it at home with my parents and we thought it was really hilarious but it wasn’t
until the next morning when we began to get calls from friends, family and agents telling us that it had
gone viral. My mom was also tagged on Facebook countless times when people found out about it and
everyone shared it over and over. It went viral on YouTube and a viewer even posted that the skit had
been presented in a college class as a perfect example of a satire. A week later, we were still being
contacted by newspaper reporters wanting to interview me, and the radio stations were talking about
it. My skit was being mentioned by media outlets around the world, even Oprah Winfrey featured it on
her show during her interview with Tom Hanks. After seeing all the buzz that was going, I realized what
they meant by “Big”.
Do you think more conventional platforms (TV, film, stage) are starting to take YouTube and other
online media more serious now that videos can go crazy viral in just hours?
Yes, I definitely see that happening often. People are also making their own web series and videos in
hopes to get a following or maybe even going viral. I don’t know enough about it though to have an
opinion, but I myself view acting for TV/film/stage as an art form that requires study and dedication.
You played a villain in 2012 for “American Horror Story: Asylum”. Was it fun to step out of the norm
play a sociopath killer?
Very much so! I always tend to gravitate towards roles that challenge me as an actor, so when I landed
the role of sociopath child, Jenny Reynolds, I was beyond thrilled! I learned a lot and had a lot of fun.
I know you are super passionate about music. What musicians or genres inspire your love of music?
Yes, I’m Swiftie. Taylor Swift has been a great inspiration for me in music because she a very talented
artist. I also love, Bruno Mars, Ed Sheeran, Kelly Clarkson, and Queen just to name a few. The different
type of genres that I listen to include: Pop, pop rock, Indie pop, rock, classic rock, classical music and
musical theater.

http://www.turnaboutmedia.com/films/interview-with-adventures-in-babysitting-star-nikki-hahn/

Nikki Hahn plays Emily Cooper in “Adventures In
Babysitting”, Disney Channel’s reimagined version of the
1987 classic film. The film, which also happens to
be Disney Channel’s 100th original movie, premieres on
June 24th. Nikki spoke with us about the film and what it
was like to work with Sabrina Carpenter and Sofia Carson.
Check out what she had to say below!
Tell us about your character in Adventures in
Babysitting.
Emily Cooper is an introverted teen in need of an outlet to
express herself. She loves two things: indie music and
Trey Anderson!
In what ways are you and Emily similar?
We love to experiment with our hair! When I was
younger, I used to model often and the hair stylists always
did something creative and fun to my hair – I loved it! I’m
also getting some green hair extensions soon!
This is a remake (the original film was released in
1987) – how is this version different from the original?
It is actually a reimagined tale so there are quite a few
differences. There are two rival babysitters instead of one, there are more kids, and there’s a rap battle
instead of the blues club in the original.
What was it like working with Sabrina Carpenter and Sofia Carson?
They’re a lot of fun on and off set. They are very supportive, made me feel welcome right away and
soon became my big sisters!
What did you learn from working with Sabrina and Sofia?
I’ve gotten to see firsthand how hard they work and how passionate they are about their careers, all
while being grounded and having fun. They’re my role models.
Do you have a funny memory from set?
One day at the hotel, Sabrina, Kevin, Max, and I were in the elevator and accidentally pressed different
buttons at the same time which caused the elevator to malfunction. Next thing we knew, the elevator
dropped down like the Tower of Terror! It was really scary, but once we got out and knew we were
safe, we couldn’t help but laugh our heads off. I didn’t tell my mom about it until we got back to
California.

http://www.talentmonthly.com/nikki-hahn-talks-disney-channels-100th-original-movie-adventures-inbabysitting/
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At what age did you start acting at?
NH: At age 4, I was cast as Cinderella for a National
Disney commercial, and that’s when I caught the acting
bug. I’ve been acting ever since.
What’s your favorite store to shop at?
NH: Right now I love Urban Outfitters for casual styles
and Topshop for their modern vintage styles.
What’s your favorite TV show to watch?
NH: I love Once Upon a Time for their fairy-tale legends
in modern world story lines. I also love to watch
competitive shows like Chopped (The Food Network) and
The Voice.
What’s your favorite food?
NH: I LOVE cheese quesadillas, sushi, anything
prepared with shrimp and grilled food. On the weekends,
it’s family time and I love my dads grilling: kabobs, corn,
steaks, grilled veggies & sliders are the bomb!
What’s your favorite project that you’ve done?
NH: I’ve done projects in several genres, so if I had to pick a couple of favorites, they would be
American Horror Story with Jessica Lange & Lily Rabe. They were very nurturing and I learned
so much from them, and Disney Adventures in Babysitting because it was an adventure and I
gained a family!
What do you do on your free time?
NH: It depends, sometimes I stay indoors and play my guitar but when the weather heats up,
you’ll find me in my pool or at the beach. Other times I just like to hang out with my friends and
go shopping!!

https://throughmadisynseyes.wordpress.com/2016/04/12/my-interview-with-nikki-hahn/

http://www.twistmagazine.com/posts/must-see-pics-from-jojo-siwa-s-13th-birthday-party-102434/photos/nikkihahn-maddie-ziegler-157817

We had the pleasure of chatting with actress Nikki
Hahn, who plays Emily Cooper in Disney Channel's
Original Movie "Adventures In Babysitting". Nikki was
full of praise for the movie, and the cast.
Adventures in Babysitting is a re-enactment of the
90s original movie. A bunch of kids are left alone one
night and they have a blast getting into all kinds of
mischief.
Nikki describes her character Emily as an introvert by
nature who loves music and has a crush on Troy's
character.
When asked about her co-stars Nikki gushes about
the two older girls "Sabrina. Her laughter is
contagious. You could be having a bad day and once
you hear her laughter you feel better." As for Sofia
Carson "She makes everybody feel important. She
always gives everybody a hug. I love them both. They
are my big sisters."
Nikki says playing Emily in Adventures in Babysitting
was her most fun role. She thinks it's so cool that
Emily had green hair and a tattoo. They filmed in Canada, and it was a big adventure. The cast hung out
onstage and off. "We're like family. Every day was full of laughter. We were always singing between
takes." Emily recalls.
Her favorite memory of the cast was when her, Sabrina, Kevin, and Max all were in the elevator. They
pressed all the buttons and the elevator plummeted like Tower of Terror. She says they were so scared,
but after the elevator stopped and opened they all burst out laughing, it was so funny.
Nikki isn't new to acting or Disney. As a kid she did a lot of modeling and appearances including
American Horror Story, I-Carly and Jessie.
Hahn got her first big acting break when she was just five years old, playing on Nickelodeon's I-Carly. "I
watched I-Carly every day 24/7 so being on that show was a dream come true." A lot of people told her
she looked like Miranda Cosgrove.

When Nikki was nine she got to act on Disney Channel's hit show "Jessie". "That was another of my
favorite shows. It was really fun because I got to play a karate pageant girl. That was really cool,
learning all the stunts."
Her most challenging role has been American Horror Story, because she had to play a murderer. When
her manager called to tell her she had an audition, her mom's first reaction was understandably no.
However, mom came around after seeing how badly her daughter wanted the part and kept a watchful
eye out.
Besides acting and modeling Nikki loves to sing and play guitar. She likes different styles, pop, singer songwriter (Taylor Swift, Ed Sheeran), pop (Bruno Mars). She has plans to release her own music in the
future. Currently you can check out her music channel on Youtube where Nikki has been posting covers
such as Taylor Swift's "Style".
What's next on the list? Summer has begun and Nikki is looking forward to having some good summer
fun. She's got her cousins coming to town and they plan on hitting Universal Studios. "I'm really excited
to see The Wizarding World of Harry Potter."
Catch Nikki Hahn in Adventures in Babysitting, airing now on Disney Channel.

http://popblitzmag.com/nikkihahninterview
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